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ABSTRACT

The International Safeguards community is becoming
increasingly reliant on information stored in electronic
form. In international monitoring and related activities
it mast be poasib&eto veri& and maintain the integrity
of this electronic”information. This paper discusaca the
use of data authentication technology to assist in
aeeomplisbing this taslL The paper provides background
information, identifies the relevance to international
safeguards discusses iasuea related to export contro~
algorithm paten~ key management and the use of
commercial vs. custom sottware.

INTRODuCHON

Intematknal aafegumds monitoring and insp40m ~
generating and storing increasing quantities of digital
inftion. In international monitoring and related
activitiq it is necemmy to initially veriijf the source and
integrity of data items. The integrity of stored infonnadon
must alaobe “mamtained over time. Ikse requkments
_ new ~all=g= with diwtil information because of
the ease with which it can be ahered. Digital data
authenticatio~ whkh includes forms of digital signature
technology, may be used to veri& the integrity and source cf
stored digital information.

The authentication problem can be characterized in terms d
an information surety threat or vulnerability. Commercially
available data authentication systems are described that can
be used to address this threat. The management of “keys”,
which is a primary issue in applying this technology, is
discussed along with other issues including expmt contml.s
and licensing fix patented methods. Finally pointers tue
provided to additional information. Our purpose is to draw
attention to the importance of the data authentication problem
and describe applicable commercial and publicly available
technologies to address this probIem.

Detailed discussions of the theory and technology of data
authentication and digital signatures are available elsewhere
[SCHN96] [SIMM92] [STAL95]. Our primary concern is
digital data authentication, themfw the large topic of data
encryption is not covered.

.

THE THREAT

In order to trust information, it is necessary to have
confidence in its accuracy. This can be provided by assuring
that processes originating the information are correct and
meaningful and data handling does not change the
information. Data handling can lead to either purposeful or
inadvertent changes to originally valid information.

Information surety involves how we maintain and protect
collections of information. Information surety can be broken
down into the general elements listed in Table 1 [STAL95].
The table also lists the threats and possible protection
mechra$smfor each element of data surety.

TABLE 1.INFORMATION SURETYELEMENTS

Element Attacked by Assured by

Integrity - The ability to detect hlterruptio~ Checksums,
if a data item has been alt~ Fabrication Digital
delayed, repeated or substituted. Modification Signature,

Physical
Pn3tection

Authentication - ‘flIc ability to Fabrication Digital
establish with certainty a data Modification Sigmlwc,
item’s originating entity. Tmestamp

Nonrepudiation - ‘IIIcability Fabrication Digital
to establish with wtainty that Modification Signature,
an item of inf-ation was Timestamp
originated by a given entity and
only that entity.

Availability - The assurance Interruption Physical
that information can be obtained Protection
when required.

Confidentiality - The Interception Encryption,
assurance that information will Physical
not be disclosed to unauthorized Protection
entities.

Physically protected computing environments and data
encryption/decryption can & & to provide fm avaihibiiity
and confidentiality [STAL95].

Digital signatures can be used to address integrity,
authentication and non-repudiation. This paper focuses on the
use of digital signature technology to support and veri~ these
elements of safeguards data.

Digital signatures can be compared to handwritten signatures
in that they are used to assure the same elements of data
surety: integrity, authentication and nonrepudiation. A
digital signature implicitly incorporates information about
data being vouched for, the~fore it is a stronger indicator cf
integrity than a handwritten signature.

THE NEED

One must be able to veri& over time that a piece of electronic
information, put into the record describing the activities of an
entity being monitored under some form of international



m@uards has not been altered. We are not concerned with
hiding or encrypting the information to control its
confidentiality, but wnt to veriijI that once it is entered into
the record it is not ch~g~ We assume when it is put into
therecord that thedataitem has been scmdnind by
knowledgeable people who vouch fix its relevance and
validity.

This problem has long been recognized in remote monitoring
applications [SIMM79]. In remote monitoring, the problem
is detecting tampering with data coming fiwrnsensors. Data
authentication technology is applied to provide verification
tha. tampering has not takw place in squiring or
communicating instrument resuhs. The data authentication
problem continues fix stored data from remote monitoring
measurements, inspecdon reports, t%ility-provided data and
analysis results. Our concern is related to what happens when
the data is stored by the monitoring organtilon. There
must be a mechanismto verifjfthe continuingintegrityof the
stored itiormation and to support authenticity and
nonrepudiation.

DIGITAL SIGNATURES AND DATA

AUTHENTICATION

in general theream two elements to a digital signature
system: a signature and a verification function. The signatwe
fimction typically involves a matknab “d tmna&n@ “on on
a one-way hash digest of the data in question. The
verification ibrwtion involves regeneration of the onwvay
hash digest and a cmnpamble mathematical transformation.
The verification process provides assurance of the originator
and the integrity of the data.

Figure 1. Signing a Document

.

l’bc~gnaturc is generated by first bmbing the documen~ using
* On*my lmshdgoritbm, d then eoerypting the h8sb result
with the signator’s secret key.

To apply a digital signature the data to be signed is
transformed the signature is computed and the data is then
st@xi or transmitted along with the signature informatio~
typically in the clear. Digital signatures do not in and cf
themselves provide data confidentiality. If desired the
signature can be transmitted or stored separately tlorn the
data. Secure timestamping can be used to document the time
at which the signature is computed to thwart replay attacks.

Figures 1 and 2 illustrate the two steps of the RSA digital
signature algorithm [RSA78]. Any form of digital data (text,
picture, binary ...) can be signed in this manner. RSA is
often recognized as the de facto digital signature s@dard
internationally.

.

Figure 2. Verifying a Document
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TIMinttgrity of the document is veritkd by recomputing the
hash 8od compming the result to the M obtdned .by
decrypting tbe signature using tie signator’s public key.

The United Statea Department of Commerce’s National
Institute of Standards and Technology has develqxd a
Digital Signature Standard In contrast to RSA, the Di@al
Signature Standard (DSS) does not employ a complete
encryption and decryption cycle and is not subject to export
controls. DSS is the rewgnid U. S. Government standard
fix digital signature ~PS186] [STAL95 pg343]. Public
domain implementations are available tlom a number cf
sources. In addkion DSS is available in the producl DSS

Digital Signature from AT&~. a

POP is a public-domain cryptographic program that rncludes
encrypti~ digital si-, and key tnanqpnent
fi.mctions.Because of its encryption fimcti~ it is subject to
export controls fmm within the United states and Canada.
h international version is available on the Internet outside
of North America. me algorithms it uses anx IDEA fix data
encryptio~ RSA for key management and MD5 as a one-way
hash function. RSA and MD5 m. used in combination to
genemte and veri& document signatures. PGP is also
available in a commercial supported implementation from
PGP Inc.].

TIMIEWAMPS

A timestamp is documentation that a data item existed at a
pmticular point in time [SCHN% pg75]. In signing a
document a tdiibIe timestamp and a digital signature fix the
contents of the document at a point in time. For Intematiomd
Safeguards applications, where an objective is to preserve the
integrity of the activity record over time, timestamping is
critical.

Several validation functions can be provided independently
by timestamping systems. Timestamps can be used to
establish the following that a signature did not exist befi.xva
particular time, that a data item existed befm a particular
time and the sequence of signature generation. All of these
issues are important because they counteract repud~ation and
replay attacks. Repudiation occurs when a data originator
can deny being the source of a data item. A replay attack
occurs when a valid data message can be retransmitted by an

a The mention of companies and products in this paper is fix
informational purposes and should not be considered an
endorsement.
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adversmy at some later date and this retransmission cannot be
distinguished tlom a valid message.

Evenm situations in which a veritled and trusted absolute
timestamp is unavailable,partial informationregmiing time
and/or sequence can provide an increased level d
trustworthinessin a data item.

To be usefid in this context the signator must be able to
obtain a timestamp tiom an trusted and reliable source. In
other words the source must be recognized by all possible
pruties as having integrity and accumcy.

Timestamping services ar: available both on the Internet and
through private communication channels. Timestamping cf
digital document signatures “could even be camied out
through the mail with lessened time resolution. Surety
Technology provides the Digital Notaty~ Service. I. T.
Consuhancy Limited’ provides a free service that can be used
for testing timestamp protocols.

KEY MANAGEMENT .

In applying electronic signature technology, such as PGP or
DSS, the problem of how to manage the keys of the users
requires attention. The digital signature algorithms desdbed
inthispaper amknownaspJdWc-@Y Oraqlm-ke
algorithms. Each user ia assigned a public key and a private
key. Data is signed using the private key and verified using
the public key. The private key is known as a private key
because the originator never diselosos that key. However, the
public key is made available as needed. The privatekey
cannotbedetermined fkom knowledge of the public key.

The major issue in key management of asymmetric key
systems is the absolute and verified association of a public
key with a particular individual. This is usually done by a
certification authority. Auxilimy issues include key
generation, key lifetime, and key history, among others. For
instance, key lifetime is important in regard to repudiating
data in that if a user is certified his key is valid, and the data
is timestampecl that user cannot repudiate originating the
data.

Private keys are “sensitive” rnfonm+tion. E they =
compromised then new digital signatures may be genemted
and document alteration potentially masked. The key
management mechanism must include a way to revoke the
associated public key. Revocation of a public key indicates
that the private key is no longer valid.

Keys can be managed in a variety of ways. Each user can be
held responsible fw maintaining the security of their private
keys and having a record of the public keys fix all parties
with whom they communicate. This record of public keys is
provided by a certification authority. ISO/ITU has defined a
certificate standard (1S0 X.509). A certificate includes the
public key of the specified user and certi@ing information
associated with the certifying authority. This standard is
internationally recognized so products that adhere to this
standard can be integrated with other applications. Entrust is
a product that adheres to this standard. PGP uses a
distributed key management system with non-standard key
servers for the publication and distribution of public keys.

,,, .,

SAFEGUARDS INFORMATION SURETY

Digital sigmdures provkk a usefid tool in assuring that
information used in the analysis and assessment tf
dkguded facilities has not been tampered with or changed
inadvertently. Emxyption (symmetric and asymmetric) has
already been utilized to indicate the validity of instrumental
status and data gathered in the field [WHIC93]. However,
symmetric key encryption cannot be used to provide non-
repudiation since the secret key must reside with multiple
users.

It is also appropriate to provide a similar level of validity
assurance for infbrrnation stored digitally. A verifiable audit
trail of known time infmatiti can be maintained through a
systematic pmceas of recording digitally signed message
digests and organizing these “signatures” in a tree strwtum
(see Figure 3). This can provide verification of the age and
source of a safeguards data item.

Figure 3. Verification TW
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ISSUES

Export control%
Data enayption software is export controlled as munitions by
the United States Government under the International Tmflic
in Arms Regulations (22 CFR 121.1, category XIII(b)(l)
(ITAR). Digital signature systems which incorporate
encryption algorithms, must be licensed and approved fir
export. RSA, though a public-key algori~ can be used as
an encryption algorithm and is therefore export controlled.
DSS, on the other hand, is not. The USA current
government policy does not allow the export of strong
encryption algorithms with key lengths greater than 40 bits
[GARF95 pg137]. It should be noted that while information
about these algorithms may in some cases be exported under
the SAFEGUARDS general license, fm example @m a
United States entity to the international Atomic Energy
Agency, the software itself is considered to be a ,diff’t form
of property (not a commodity) and licensing is required.

IntellectualProperty andPatent Rights

Some of the algorithms used in data authentication aie
protected intellectual property [GARF95 pg135]. The RSA
technique is patented by RSA Inc.’. The USA’s National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) has filed tix



patents on DSS and LISA. The International Data Encryption
Algorithm (IDEA), rncapomtd m POP, was developed by
the Swiss and released for public use. lle RSA Pate@
expires m 20006. lEe RSA patent is generally not an issue
fix commercially available sotlwam since the sofhwue
manufhdurer typically has sought and paid fm an RSA
license. However, when developing custom solutions based
on the patented algorithms appro@ate licensing from the
patent holders may be required.

CONCLUSIONS

Cornmerc&zl and publicly avai[abie so@vare

provti solutions for @iegw& &ta

authenticatwm

Severalproducts exist that implement data authentication
fimctions PGP fiorn public sources or POP Inc., Entrust
from Nortel and DSA Signature Soilwam h AT&T. Each
of these systems is based on public key cryptography and one
way timctions. llese technologies support document
integrity, authentication and non-repudiation needs.
Commercial products that originate fioxn within North
America that also incorpomte data content encryption (such
as POP and Entrust) can raise issues regarding expmt
restrictions.

Data authentication must be irrrpbnented wilh a

sywkmsapproach requiring carefd procedure

andkeyrnanagemen&

Choosing the right software, may not be the most critical
issue. Data authentication must be approached in a
systematic manner with a view towards the application needs
and vulnerabilities. In addition, detailed operational
procedures for the use of data authentication software and the
handling certification and management of keys need to be
established to ensure that an implementation provides the
expected ammnces.

.

Data authentication in the safeguards

community.

- The storage of safeguards information in digital form is
increasing. Conventional methods fa veri@ng the integrity
of paper documents do not apply to digital files. Digital
methods for providing signature, witnessing, validation,
registration and privacy are necessary. These digital methods
should provide the same or greater degree of confidence as
provided by paper documents stored in locked files. This
fimctionality can be provided by the carefil implementation
of data authentication techniques using commercial or
publicly available products.
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